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Abstract. Dr. King’s research indicates that around the year 2000 the U.S., and the
world, has passed the time period of cheapest energy (with food included as energy) in
history, and that the passing of this turning point hints at struggles to grow the economy
in the same way as recent history (from World War II to 2008). The talk will revolve
around discussing how energy resources and technology relate to both the size (e.g.,
growth) of the economy. Macroeconomic growth models must consider power as a
primary input factor for economic activity. Dr. King will summarize the long-term trends
of the cost of energy in the contexts of (1) the Industrial Revolution and the transition
from a primarily renewable energy economy to one now dominated by fossil fuels, (2)
the concept of net energy, and (3) the transition to a future low-carbon or renewable
energy economy. He will discuss how we need improved macroeconomic modeling that
considers both the magnitude and the rate of transition to a low-carbon economy, but
how most modeling neglects these important points
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